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This paper employs the term “robotic instruments” for both
mechatronic instruments, which possess autonomous
performance capabilities as well as truly robotic instruments,

which include feedback from the environment. Colloquially,
both types of instruments are often classified as “robotic.”
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possibilities—and thus the expressive musical potential of these
instruments—were extremely limited” [20]. While the focus of these
critiques centers on specific musical parameters such as lack of
dynamic control, the underlying issue is that mechanical performance
is less expressive than human performance.
More recent scholarly understandings of musical expression focus
on an “intransitive” perspective where the listener embodies musical
actions, both visual and sonic [25]. By focusing on the listener’s
capacity to generate meaning through the embodiment of musical
actions, rather than the transmission of emotion from performer to
listener, robotic instruments discover a territory within which to
become expressive.
This paper will discuss the distinctions between expressivity and
expressive capabilities, as well as musical expression as an embodied
experience. Within the context of music for solo robotic instruments
as well as collaborative performances and human-robotic
improvisation, we introduce the concept of mechatronic expression to
differentiate expressive meaning in performances that include robotic
instruments from music performed by humans.

3. RECONSIDERING MUSICAL
EXPRESSION IN ROBOTIC
INSTRUMENTS
3.1 Musical Expression as Embodied
Experience
As described in the introduction, the Romantic-era notion that the
performer transmits emotion through music continues to be the
prevailing way musical expression is understood. However,
contemporary studies of musical expressivity focus on an
“intransitive” perspective that is rooted in phenomenology, including
embodiment theory, structuralism and communication theory [25, 35].
Rather than considering musical expression as transmitting meaning
from performer to listener, the actions of musical performance are
embodied by the listener. Paddison argues that all theories of
expression dating back to Aristotle are in fact mimetic, and specifically
refers to Adorno’s notion of ‘mimetic impulse’ as “[carrying] with it
the idea of an embodied, biological and physiological impulse” [25].
Recent studies of musical gesture have similarly described musical
expression as an embodied experience [11, 13, 18]. Such theories
represent a logical extension of the mimetic/embodied understanding
of musical expression that Paddison defines. Cadoz and Wanderley
describe a bidirectional, gestural channel of communication, where it
is impossible to dissociate action from perception [6]. Performative
gestures can convey emotional meaning, for example analysis of
someone’s gait can determine if they are happy or sad [7]. In addition
to studies of gesture and embodiment, the area of affective computing
represents an interesting avenue towards greater understanding of the
expressive capabilities of machines. Picard argues that computers can
express emotions, although they themselves do not possess emotions
as long as they have channels over which to communicate, such as a
voice or images on a screen [27].
The understanding of gesture and embodiment as the pathway for
intransitive expressive communication suggests that listeners create
meaning by embodying both visual-sonic and purely sonic gestures.
In this view, listeners create musical meaning based on their
interpretation and embodiment of sensory stimuli. Shifting the focus
from performance to perception implies that meaning conveyed
through musical performance emerges in the listener based on their
experience of a performance rather than being transmitted through an
act of one-way communication by the performer. This perspective
problematizes the notion that human performers are inherently more
expressive than robotic instruments. By understanding musical
expression in its intransitive context, resulting from embodied
experience, robotic music is liberated from the necessity to mimic
human performers in order to be considered expressive. Performances
by humans and robots may be different; however, each is capable of
conveying expressive meaning.

2. EXPRESSIVITY VS. EXPRESSIVE
CAPABILITY IN ROBOTIC
INSTRUMENTS
“Expressivity” is a primary goal in the field of musical robotics.
Designers of robotic instruments extensively describe their
instruments’ expressive capabilities in terms of the number of
controllable sonic parameters as well as the resolution of these
parameters. Murphy sums up this sentiment, stating, “…expressivity,
in this context, refers to the ability of a mechatronic musical system to
affect a wide range of musical parameters…” [23]. Murphy et. al
equate parameters of sound control, or “degrees of freedom,” with
expressivity, “To achieve musically interesting expressivity from
mechatronic instruments, many degrees of freedom are needed” [24].
Many other designers of robotic instruments similarly equate musical
expression and sonic nuance, including [14, 15, 19, 26, 30, 33, 34].
The focus on sonic nuance as a means towards greater expressivity
parallels the development of digital musical instruments (DMIs),
where the discussion often centers on the idea that increased
parametric control and resolution leads to a more expressive
instrument [1, 21]. This reasoning stems from the idea that performers
encode expressive intentions using expressive-related cues, which are
articulated via musical parameters such as tempo, volume, articulation,
timbre, etc. [28].
Gurevich and Treviño critique this notion, stating, “this kind of
argument conflates an ambiguously defined expressive content with
the means by which it is expressed” [12]. Dobrian clarifies the
relationship between expressivity and expressive capabilities with
relation to DMIs, “These musicians [DMI performers] feel that the
expression comes from the performer, and the instrument enables—
and ideally facilitates and amplifies—that human expression.
Although we may speak of an ‘expressive instrument’ for the sake of
brevity, it is important to recognize that we usually mean ‘an
instrument that affords expression,’ that is, ‘an instrument that enables
the player to be expressive” [8]. While both robotic instruments and
DMIs possess parameters of sound control that produce sonic nuance,
DMIs are designed to “facilitate and amplify” the expressivity of
human performance.
Robotic instruments perform music autonomously without human
performers exercising expressive control. Under the transitive view of
expression, autonomous robotic instruments assume the role of
conveying emotional meaning in music. Because machines cannot
feel that which can be expressed and the connections to those humans
who designed, built, programmed, and composed for those machines
is often distant, robotic performances are challenged to realize the
same kind of expressivity interpreted in human performances.

3.2 Robotic Musicianship
Weinberg and Driscoll’s concept of robotic musicianship presents a
framework to consider the expressive meaning of performances with
robotic instruments, including not only the capability for sonic nuance,
but the visual aspects of performance as well as our ability to imbue
meaning by anthropomorphizing these instruments [36]. Breton and
Weinberg describe the creative goals of musical robots as distinct from
humans, ranging, “from utilizing compositional and improvisational
algorithms that humans cannot process in timely manner…to
exploring mechanical sound production capabilities that humans do
not possess (from speed to timbre control), robotic musicians bear the
promise of creating music that humans could never create by
themselves and inspire humans to explore new and creative musical
experiences, invent new genres, expand virtuosity, and bring musical
expression and creativity to uncharted domains” [5].
Robotic instruments are capable of such musical gestures as hypervirtuosic speed, complex rhythms, humanly impossible articulations,
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non-idiomatic gestures such as rapid trills on the lowest and highest
note of the instrument, and algorithmic control [17]. They also possess
their own idiosyncrasies and limitations that vary by instrument, such
as micro-variations in timing caused by physical forces including
friction and gravity [16]. When these idiosyncrasies are explored in
robotic music, they can be evocative for a listener. This relationship is
highlighted as robotic instruments diverge from mimicking human
performers and explore their own vocabulary and limitations. For
example, audiences may perceive the “struggle” of a robotic striking
arm performing a hyper-virtuosic rhythmic passage. Its rapid
movement is translated to the rest of the instrument, causing it to shake,
the materials to strain, and mechanical noises to increase. Discussing
his robotic percussion instrument, MahaDeviBot, Kapur describes
how such imperfections can “humanize” a robotic instrument. He
writes, “MahaDeviBot seems to have a personality—albeit one that
changes each time it was reassembled—in its imperfections” [16].
The visual component of robotic instruments provides another
important avenue for conveying expression [36]. Several robotic
instrument designers have sought to increase the expressivity of their
instruments by designing them to look humanoid, for example the
robotic rock bands Compressorhead, Captured by Robots, and ZMachines, as well as [34]. Humans tend to anthropomorphize even
non-humanoid robots [10], therefore a listener may imbue a nonhumanoid robotic instrument with human-like qualities. For example,
the tangents that change pitch on the Expressive Machines Musical
Instruments (EMMI)’s Poly-tangent Automatic multi-Monochord
(PAM) are often referred to as fingers. Other visually expressive
elements can be added to robotic instruments, such as the inclusion of
LEDs on the EMMI’s AMI and CARI robots [31].

4.2 Expressivity via Human-Robot
Collaboration
One way of enhancing the expressivity of a musical robot is to allow
it to interact with a human performer in the sound-making process.
Scott Barton has experimented with this idea with the creation of
Cyther, a human-playable robotic zither. A human addresses the
instrument from the top of the strings while from the bottom, strings
are excited and dampened by electromechanical means. In one
formulation, the machine is responsible for pitch and rhythm while the
human modulates the strings in order to shape timbre. In another, the
human and the machine play strings together. The result is one where
human and machine are both responsible for a part of the sonic
product, further, each requires the other to create the emergent whole.
Volition and physical capabilities coalesce in the shared medium of
the instrument. The experience, and thus the instrument that enables it,
is inherently collaborative [2].
Collaborative instruments such as Cyther allow kinds of musical
expression that are not possible through either human-played acoustic
instruments or autonomous musical robots. The dexterity and degrees
of freedom of our movement coupled with the sensitivity of our
auditory and haptic systems allow us to shape sound in a way that is
extremely difficult to realize through mechanical means. At the same
time, the temporal precision, speed and physical idiosyncrasies of
machines can produce musical statements that humans cannot, thus
revealing mechatronic expressivity. Putting the two together in
collaborative instruments allows these unique characteristics to
interact to produce an emergent expressivity that is only possible
through human-machine symbiosis: a cyborg expressivity. These
possibilities have exciting creative potential and elevate us above the
contemptuous debate of whether or not machines are replacing
humans.

4. MECHATRONIC EXPRESSION IN
MUSIC FOR ROBOTIC INSTRUMENTS

4.3 Human-Robot Improvisation

4.1 Mechanical Struggles in Mecxpression
Study 1

An improviser is both performer and audience (particularly in free
improvisation). One must listen to the other in order to make choices
about what to say next. This scenario is particularly interesting when
the other is a robot (a machine that can sense, interpret and respond
accordingly). In the last five years or so, Scott Barton has devoted
considerable time to the development and exploration of
computational systems that allow human-robot improvisation [3].
These experiences (as a system designer, co-performer and audience
member) have shown the ability of machines to convey and inspire
expressivity. From the intransitive perspective, we understand colocation and collaboration as a facilitator for expressivity. The motions
and sounds of a robotic percussion ensemble compel a human guitarist
to entrain to the resultant rhythms. The process of synchronization is
both a perceptual and a cognitive one, where periodicity, accent, and
displacement are felt as much as they are known. As the gestures of
the robot are embodied in the human collaborator, the machine’s
expressive potential is revealed. This subsequently inspires the
human’s own expressivity, which is perhaps down a path previously
unexplored. The character of this experience, as is the case with
collaborative robotic instruments, is one where human and machine
expressivity meet and converge via embodiment’s connective and
revelatory powers.

Mecxpression study 1 (2017) for robotic percussion and live
processing by Steven Kemper represents the first piece in a series that
specifically explores mechatronic expression. This piece features the
solenoid-driven robotic percussion instrument, Configurable
Automatic Drumming Instrument (CADI), originally designed by
EMMI, and revised by Kemper. Contact microphones are attached to
several of the solenoids, which directly amplify the mechanical sounds
of the striking arms. Condenser microphones are used to amplify and
process the sounds of the percussion instruments.
Mecxpression study 1 highlights CADI’s mechanical gestures,
including rapid attacks, repetitive patterns, mechanical noise, and a
“broken machine” aesthetic. One of the recurring ideas in this piece is
the exploration of performance failure in robotic instruments. At
several moments throughout the piece, the velocity values are
purposefully set high enough to cause striking arms to move, but too
low to enable them to hit the instruments. This is a common “error” in
performance of solenoid-driven robotic instruments, especially robotic
percussion, due to solenoid actuators’ nonlinear dynamic response
[22]. Small misalignments between striking arms and percussion
instruments can also cause this problem.
As the piece develops, striking velocities increase in a way that
allows the arms to hit their intended targets. At the moments where the
velocities are too low to strike the instrument, the arm appears to be
wiggling in space, causing anxiety for the audience as to whether the
machine is functioning properly. In this case the robotic instrument can
be understood as expressing a sense of “struggle,” creating tension
while the audience “roots” for the robotic instrument to succeed in
striking its target, and release when the percussion instrument is finally
struck.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
Considering expressivity from an intransitive, embodied perspective
avoids associations between musical performance and the
transmission of emotional meaning from performer to listener. This
liberates robotic instruments from the necessity to attempt to reproduce
the types of sonic nuance traditionally associated with human
performances and provides a pathway to understand music made with
robotic instruments as expressive on their own. This paper has focused
primarily on the concept of mechatronic expression from aesthetic and
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creative perspectives. In future work, the authors hope to evaluate the
listener’s experience of different approaches to expressivity in robotic
music, for example using the structured interview approach of Fyans
et al. [9]. Additionally, we hope to develop methodology to assess
expressivity as a design rationale in the area of robotic instruments and
explore Zappi and McPherson’s concept of dimensionality and
appropriation in music created for robotic instruments [37].
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7. Video Examples
Mecxpression study 1: https://youtu.be/FPvlIppwjj8
Human-robot improvisation (Cyther): https://youtu.be/n7y2tibpF0w
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